Walls have stories to tell. Some are built just to be

difficult to access places. The story of these walls is of

pretty and that is their only story, but walls usually have

back breaking work clearing fields by hand as families

a job to do. To keep something in or to keep something

struggled to develop a place of their own. On a remote

out is certainly the most common, but there are other

corner of the esplanade in the Grand Canyon we came

purposes too.

across a stone wall across a narrow box canyon used
as a corral for horses or mules and later that same day
we marvelled at a still intact reinforcing wall high up
the canyon to make a trail that was there long before
Europeans “discovered” America.

In Japan most homes have a low wall on the property
line far too insignificant to act as a physical barrier, but
it clearly separates “inside” and “outside” which has
implications for behavior on both sides. While hiking on
the Appalachian Trail we would often come across low
rock walls overgrown and in disrepair in remote,
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They say good fences make good neighbors, and I
have heard enough property line stories to believe that
is true. However, something may be lost when a
barrier is built. There are walls of great political
importance but usually that greatness comes from
controversy. I grew up hearing about harrowing
escapes through the Berlin wall and watched dazed as
it came down seemingly in a matter of days. The West
Bank wall in Jerusalem was built in response to fear
and heartache and has been the cause of more fear
and heartache. President Trump’s wall, even though
he was far from the first president to erect barriers nor
will he be the last, has been far more effective at
dividing a nation than protecting a border.

My least favorite walls are the figurative ones we build
around ourselves to keep others at a distance. I am
constantly trying to find ways through my own
defenses to let others in at the same time I am
chipping away at our students’ walls to get them to let
me help them. I don’t like feeling vulnerable, and I’m
not sure I know anyone who does. I know from
experience that I can’t truly help others with their walls
when I keep mine rigidly in place yet find myself
stacking the stones higher and deeper. The life story of
Jesus is of taking away walls. Making Himself
authentically available to those around him without
putting up the impenetrable walls readily available to
Him as God. God became human infant. King became
carpenter. Jesus became sacrifice. President Reagan
called on Gorbachev to “tear down this wall” and the

My favorite wall must be Snout the Tinker in

Berlin wall soon became history. I pray for the same

Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream ineptly

history to happen to the walls that keep me from

playing the garden wall that separates Pyramus and

effectively modeling Christ’s walk among us.

Thisbe. Demetrius calls him “The wittiest partition that
ever I heard discourse.” A close second would be the
walls we have been exploring on Penghu island off the
coast of Taiwan. These walls are made of coral or
basalt stacked high and close together. They have the
audacious goal of protecting the garden plots from the
wind on a continuously windswept isle.
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